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MATTER OF: Quality Diesel Engines, Inc. -- Reconsidera-

tionj PIG EST:

l. Upon reconsideration, factual basis of prior
decision regarding the nature of the con-
versations conducted between the contracting
agency's project entgineer and the protester
prior to bidding, which conversations conveyed
to the protester the Government's interpreta-
tion of the upecification prior to the sub-
mission of offers, is affirmed.

2. Request for conference made on reconsideration
in aenied as such requests are granted only
where mlatter cannot bu promptly resolved with-
out a conference and this is not such a case.

Uuality Diesel Engines, Inc. requests reconsidera-
tion of our decision Quality Diesel Engines, Inc.,
B-203790, Decemaber 3, 1981, (31-2 CPD 441.

In the prior decision, we denied in part and dis-
missed in part Quality's protest against the award of
a contract to Charlie Lamb & Sons for the testing and
repair of four diesel engine generator sets under re-
quest for quotations No. NWSeO-1916 issued by the

* 2 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. We
concluded that (1) absent conditions not present. here,
we would not consider a protest of the contracting
officer's determination that Lamb was a responsible
bidder, (2) the acceptability of the work Lamb per-

*N formed under the c.mtract was a scatter of contract
administration not for resolution oy this office and
(3) bocause Quality was aware of llOAA's interpretation

.,' tof thin specification prior to the submission of offers,
.AZ, Quality suffered no prejudice when the successful con-
1) | tractor performed in accordance with that interpreta-

tion.
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First, Quality alleges that our original decision'
was based upon a mistake in fact, in that Quality wa:;
never advised orally 'r in writing of any changes in
the speoification prtor to the submission of offers, In
support of its contentions, Quality submits an affidavit
from its president stating that instead of modifying
the specification, the conversations which occurred prior
to the submission of offers confirmed the specification
as written. This being the case, Quality argues, any
failure by NOAA to require Lamb to fully comply with
the specification during performance was contrary to
the decisions of this Office prohibiting the modification
of a contract specification immediately after award where
the basis for the change wag known prior to award. Quality
contends that our prior decision erred as a matter of
law in this respect and in concluding that Quality was
not prejudiced by NOAA's actions, Quality asserts that
it is entitled to bid preparation costs in these circum-
stances and requests a conference to discuss the case.

As stated in our prior decision, item number two of
the specification required the contractor to "(pBpurp hot
oil through the engines to clean out all preservative."
We concluded that Quality knew that the specification
required only the pumping of hot oil to remove the pre-
servative, even though this technique might not remove
ail of the preservative. Quality's affidavit states that
it was told to perform the specified work "as is." Our
factual conclusion that NOAh had advised Quality that
the removal of all preservative from the engine was
not required, is therefore challenged as mistaken. For
the reasons detailed below, we believe that the record
supports the factual conclusions set forth in our original
decision.

On May 15, 1981, three days before offers were due,
Quality wrote two letters to the NOAA contracting officer
asserting that pumping of hot oil was not a satisfactory
method for removing preservative and that additional, more
time-consuming hand scraping and brushing would be necessary
to remove the great majority of the preservative. In this
regard, Quality's shorter letter states:

"In our opinion, the major problem we find with
the bid request is item number two. 'Pump hot
oil through the engines to clean out all preser-
vatives.' our interpretation cg all means the
total amount of preservative in the engine must
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be removed. There is no way, even with unlimited
time, that circulation of hot oil through this
engine will remove all the cosmoline, as it does
not circulate where&the heaviest concentration
of cosmoline is located." (emphasis in original)

In other words, Quality was aware of the possibility that
item two of the specification admitted of two interpreta-
tions, either as requiring only the pumping of hot oil
through the engine to remove the preservative, or as re-
quiring whatever work was necessary to completely remove
all preservative. Quality's letter further reflects its
understanding that the Government interpreted item number
two as requiring only the pumping of hot oil, since Quality
stated that:

"In our opinion, it will be necessazy to hand
scrape and brush clean all of these areas to
make it operational, We therefore offer an
alternative proposal to the bid request. This
proposal is put forth in a separate letter
which explains our findings by individual
engines."

Quality would, of course, have had no reasons to propose the
alternative of removing preservative by other means if it
did not fully understand the Government's position that item
number two required only the pumping of hot oil.

Quality's longer letter repeats its contention that
pumping hot oil is unsatisfactory, advises that the matter
had been discussed with NOAA's project engineer, and con-
cludes:

"If we were to just clean according to the bid
request, item number two, the unit would not
be runable. We would then have to come back
and ask for supplemental funds in order to
bring the unit into compliance with industry
standards. We will bid this either way."

As indicated in Quality's record of its telephone con-
versation o4 May 15, the contracting officer confirmed the
project engineer's directions when, in reply to Quality's
concerns, she suggested that they supply an alternate bid.
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These written statements by Quality furnish support
for NOAA's position that prior to the date offers were
received, Quality was informed that removal of all
preservative from the engine was not required. It
does not matter that Quality objected to NOAA's intor-
pretation of item two, sinca NOAA did not have to obtain
Qualit fs agreement as to what NOAA intended to purchase.
Instead, NOMA needed only to communicate its intent to
Quality, and so long as Quality was aware of that intent
prior to submission of offers, Quality had no cause
for complaint. As stated above, we believe that Quality's
letters of May 15, 1981, written prior to receipt of
offers, reflects Ouality's awareness of NOAA's interpre-
tation of item two as requiring only the pumping of hot
oil through the engines.

By rejecting the more thorough cleaning methods pro-
posed by Quxlity, NOAA's project engineer ora~ly rejected
Quality's proposed interpretation that item two required
complete removal of all preservative. To the extent that
this interpretation negated the word "all" in the phrase
"remove all preservative," these conversations, together
with the contracting officer's confirming remarks suggest-
ing that Quality submit an alternate bid if it was not
Satisfied, constitute the oral modification of the speci-
fication mentioned in our prior decision. Consequently,
the contracting officer's advice to Quality that it should
"Eglo with the bid as is, no changes," meant that Quality
should offer to perform the work in accordance with the
oral directions and interpretations .that NOAA had pre-
viously communicated to Quality.

Quality further argues that the disparity between
Lamb's price and the other prices offered supports
Quality's contention that it was not aware of NOAA's
interpretation of the specification prior to the sub-
mission of offers. In this regard, wri first note that
the difference between Lamb's low offer and Quality's
second low offer, $6,585.40 and $8,208.15, respectively,
is not no great as to indicate that the firms were
responding to different interpretation of the specifi-
cation. Moreover, Quality has consistently urged that
Lamb performed unsatisfactorily in a number of areas,
so that the entire cost difference between Lamb's offer
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and Quality's8 offer cannot be attributed to item two in
any events Consequently, we cannot agree with Quality's
assertion that the difference in prices offered shows
that Quality was not aware of the interpretation of
item. two communicated to offerors by the NOAA project
engineer prior to the receipt of offers,

Quality's8 other contentions in its request for recon-
sideration are dependent upon Quality's showing that the
factual basis of the original decision was mirstaken-,tnd
that a modification of the specification occurred as4er
award., However, under our factual analysis the Govern-
ment' interpretation of the specification, which may be
viewed as a Todification, wlas communicated to Quality prior
to bid opening. Therefore, we need not consider the other
contentions.

As for Quality's request for a conference, our Bid
Protest Procedures do not explicitly provide for a con'
ference in this situation, See 4 CF.R- § 21.9. Since
it is the intent of the Procedures to effect prompt reso-
lutton of reconsideration requests, we believe a request
for a conference should be granted only where the matter
cannot be promptly resolved without a conference, In
our judgment, this is not such a case, See Dubie-Clark
Company, Patterson Pump Divison--Resuest f'6r GEReosiera-
tiont B-18-96426 April 6, 1978, 78-1 CPD 274,

Finally# as we find no basis for sustaining the pro-
test, there is no basis for our allowing the claim for bid
preparation costs.

The prior decision is affirmed.

;Comptrolle Geral
of the Uni ed tates8
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